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Endorsements

«‹Nomen est omen› if you read the book title of ‹New Suits›. It encourages, allows 
and requests lawyers at all levels to rethink their former and existing ways of doing 
business in many areas of law. In the same, it outlines great opportunities to a new 
breed of experts in our profession. Thanks to the various authors, one gets a good 
understanding of how massive the impact of technology has become – and is going to  
be – to the legal services market. And the authors provide a distinct view of how a ra
ther traditional profession will have to transform their business models to comply with 
the fast changes in the marketplace.» 
Jürg Birri, Partner / Global Head of KPMG’s Legal

«For a while now, we have been hearing about digitization, disruption and new delivery 
models in the world of Big Law. ‹New Suits› both reassures and gives a wakeup call 
to all of us in the business of providing legal services. Setting out both the opportuni
ties and the threats engendered by the dynamic change in our industry, the book is an 
invaluable guide to all lawyers and legal business professionals wanting some insight 
on the challenges facing them in a globalized and accelerating world.» 
Dr Mattias Lichtblau, CMS

«This book comes at a time where we see just the beginning of a transformational 
change on the legal market. While such transformation is seen as a great opportunity 
for those participants who endorse change and innovations, others seem to be more 
frightened by potential disruption of their wellestablished business models. The struc
ture and comprehensive contributor listing for this book encapsulates many disparate 
challenges faced by almost all players on the market. The lecture of the book should 
give good guidance to anyone who is interested in how the legal profession is (finally) 
modernizing, capitalizing on technology trends and becoming more clientcentric.» 
Dr Cornelius Grossmann, Global Law Leader, EY Law

«Lawyers will likely always be lawyers. But the way they work will change fundamen
tally. To their own and their clients benefit. Also we expect a fundamental redefinition of 
what constitutes actual legal and in particular lawyers’ work and what is adjacent and 
accessory. All of the latter will surely be impacted by technology and other solutions 
and also the core of our business will face disruption. Michele and Guenther – two 
recognised legal rebels – have been at the forefront of all of these developments for 
several years now and have brought together an amazing group of authors to map the 
current state of the industry and to provide insight into what the future may hold.» 
Prof Dr Heinz-Klaus Kroppen, Global Legal Leader PwC

«Those of us interested and involved in todays rapidly changing world of legal services 
delivery have in recent years had plenty of goto sources to wet our appetites on the 
topic. But never before has there been in the ‹legal world› such an elucidation of the 
‹appetite for disruption› as brought to us by Michele DeStefano and Guenther Dobrauz 
in their new book. The breadth and depth of the history, in theory and in practice, and 
the future of legal services transformation one finds in ‹New Suits› is both welcome 
and exceptional. It will no doubt be widely referred to by general counsels and outside 
counsel often and extensively as we all continue this interesting journey into the era of 
the digital lawyer.»
William Deckelman, General Counsel, DXC Technology

«The relevance of ‹New Suits› to considered thought on the state of the legal industry is 
profound. Other books predict a brave new world for the legal world, but glaringly offer 
no markers to when or at what scale such evolution will occur. DeStefano and Dobrauz 
bring clarity and energy to an area that has confounded most academic and business 
leaders. ‹New Suits› provides a single source of deep and broad understanding that 
is actually actionable – and is a must read for anyone who is or will be a leader in the 
field of law.» 
Dan Reed, CEO, UnitedLex

«Finally, some lawyers who actually rock» 
Dave Navarro

«This book spells massive opportunity….for all those who get excited about change. 
Legal disruption isn’t coming, it has already been here for some time. Michele and 
Guenther provide an extremely well researched and thoughtful analysis of how that 
disruption is going to play out in the mid to long term. No scaremongering here, but 
a really useful earlywarning system for those wanting to profit from the innovation and 
efficiencies that market demand is successfully driving into every corner of the global 
legal sector.»
Richard Macklin, Partner & Global Vice Chair, Dentons 

«New Suits provides an excellent overview of how, over the last few years, the legal 
ecosystem has become increasingly complex and the emergence of new business 
models has prevailed. From digitalisation to ‹moreforless› affecting both inhouse legal 
teams and external law firms, New Suits exemplifies what it takes to become a ‹Modern 
Legal Services Business›. It encapsulates the future of the legal profession through an 
ensemble of brilliant authors – an educating and thoughtprovoking read!»
Alastair Morrison, Head of Client Strategy, Pinsent Masons
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The appropriate response to new technology is not to angrily retreat 
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I. Get in the Ring

Fuelled by accelerating digitization, increased global interconnectivity, and 
transparency (coupled with shifting overarching political agendas, altered user 
expectations, and technological advances), the legal industry faces unprece-
dented change across its entire value chain. Within this quadriga, the following 
two forces are the chief drivers of the chariot of change: The first driver is the 
emergence of stable technological solution-ecosystems which will string to-
gether the current impressive but isolated technological breakthroughs. These 
ecosystems offers both vertical, purpose-built applications and horizontal plat-
form solutions. What initially had appeal only for an early-adopter niche audi-
ence will become acceptable for those commanding significant market share. 
The second driver is the manifestation of future needs and expectations of 
the demand-side1 which as we have observed once before with the initial rise 
of General Counsels. This led to dramatic re-drawing of lines and re-shaping 
of the industry as outlined in other chapters in this book.2

But is it really disruption we will see or evolution? The importance of the 
advent of new technological solutions—especially as we enter the age of ex-
ponential technologies with their prospect of hyper-acceleration of change—
supports the mantra that the legal industry will face disruption. This would 
eventually mean the passing on of dominance from established players to the 
successful promoters of new technology-based dominant designs as heralded 
by many LegalTech advocates. To try to determine the answer in an informed 
way, it is useful to first revisit the underlying key concepts of invention, inno-
vation, diffusion, and disruption. Therefore, the first three sections in this 
chapter provide a summary of the research on innovation and disruption by 
leaders in the field including Joseph Schumpeter, James Utterback, Everett 
Rogers and Michael Porter. Utilizing their theories on the trajectory of inno-
vation, the last two sections provide some predictions about how the law mar-
ketplace will have to adapt and evolve in the future. This chapter concludes on 
a positive note: Although lawyers may need to put on some «New Suits», the 
future represents an enormous opportunity to reinvent what it means to be a 
lawyer and how we add value for our clients.
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Innovation,  Disruption or Evolution in the Legal World     |    9

II. Invention, Innovation, Diffusion and Creative 
Destruction

The starting point is to distinguish «invention»—the generation of ideas or 
concepts for new products or processes—from «innovation»—the translation 
of such new ideas into marketable products or processes—and from «diffu-
sion»—the widespread adoption of these products or processes in the market 
as Austrian economist Joseph Schumpeter first conceptually established.3 It is 
also essential to remember Schumpeter’s seminal concept of «creative de-
struction»—the process of industrial transformation through radical innova-
tion.4 «Creative destruction»—the introduction of revolutionary products 
and services by successful entrepreneurs—is the fundamental force driving 
sustained long-term, economic growth, but also destroys the power of estab-
lished organisations in the short term.5

III. The Dynamics of Innovation

When it comes to innovation, it is by now well established that this usually 
arises and follows a certain lifecycle, which has been expertly summarized by 
James Utterback in his excellent book Mastering the Dynamics of Innovation.6 
He points out that the rate of innovation in a product class or an industry is 
usually highest during its initial, formative phase. During this «fluid phase», 
as he calls it, a great deal of experimentation with product design and opera-
tional characteristics takes place amongst competitors, and much less attention 
is given to the processes by which products are made. As a consequence, the 
rate of process innovation is significantly less rapid at this stage.7 During this 
formative period of a new product, the processes used to produce it are usually 
crude, inefficient, and based on a mixture of skilled labour and general-pur-
pose machinery and tools.8 At first, an innovation may be almost entirely a 
combination of design elements tried out in earlier uses or prototypes. Even 
disruptive innovations (more on that later), although typically originating from 
outside of the incumbent industry, usually arise in the context of resembling 
the technology, products, or processes they will ultimately replace and hence, 
at first, are not easily distinguishable. For example, the first cars looked very 
much like the horse carriages which they shortly replaced.9 According to Ut
terback, it is fairly common in new industries of particular assembled products 
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10    |    Guenther Dobrauz-Saldapenna and Corsin Derungs

that a pioneering firm gets the ball rolling with its initial product, a growing 
market begins to take shape around it, and new competitors are inspired to 
enter and either grow the market further or take a chunk of it with their own 
product versions.10 No firm has a lock on the market at this early stage and no 
firm’s product is really perfected. No single firm has yet mastered the process 
of manufacturing, or achieved unassailable control of the distribution chan-
nels. At this stage of the product’s evolution, both producers and customers are 
experimenting. Within this rich mixture of experimentation and competition 
during the fluid phase and as the market grows, greater emphasis is usually 
placed on the development of components tailored especially for the product 
itself. Ultimately, these may be synthesized into a model that includes most 
features and meets most user requirements.11 Eventually, some center of grav-
ity forms in the shape of a dominant design—yet another term coined by Ut
terback together with Abernathy.12 

A dominant design has the effect of enforcing or encouraging standard-
ization so that production or other complementary economies can be sought.13 
Also, once the dominant design emerges, the basis of competition changes 
radically as the industry enters a «transitional phase» in which the major 
product innovation slows down and the rate of major process innovations 
speeds up.14 A dominant design radically reduces the number of performance 
requirements to be met by a product by making many of those requirements 
implicit in the design itself.15 Hence, as the form of the product rapidly be-
comes settled, the pace of innovation in the way it is produced quickens. Com-
petition begins to take place on the basis of cost and scale as well as of product 
performance. A firm in possession of collateral assets such as market channels, 
brand image, and customers switching costs will have some advantage over its 
competitors in terms of enforcing its product as the dominant design.16 In the 
ensuing new era of competition, the linkage of product technologies with man-
ufacturing process, corporate organization and strategy, and the structure and 
dynamics of an industry is essential. Interestingly, at least with respect to con-
sumer products, narrowing the difference between the outward appearances of 
a new technology and those of the old and familiar can help in creating market 
success.17 Before long, the competitive landscape changes from one character-
ized by many firms and many unique designs, to one of upwards consolidation 
with only a few firms with similar product designs surviving.18 At this point, 
product variety begins to give way to standard designs that have either proven 
themselves in the marketplace as the best form for satisfying user needs, or 
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designs that have been dictated by accepted standards, by legal or regulatory 
constraints.19 

In the financial services world, or indeed in most regulated industries, the 
dominant design is chiefly created by regulation.20 A good example for this is 
the Swiss investment funds market. Although Switzerland is one of the most 
important markets for the distribution of funds, it has not managed to become 
a significant domicile for retail or alternative funds. Indeed, even the Swiss 
domestic retail funds market is today dominated by funds imported from the 
EU. One key reason for this is that Swiss funds although more or less identical 
to their EU peers they do not qualify as UCITS21 or AIFMD22 funds—the two 
regulatory dominant designs for retail and alternative investment funds in Eu-
rope respectively—and hence cannot be easily offered to the harmonized Eu-
ropean market.23

Some industries then, according to Utterback, enter a «specific phase» in 
which the rate of major innovation dwindles for both product and process.24 
These industries become extremely focused on cost, volume, and capacity. 
Product and process innovation only appears in small, incremental steps. The 
model also applies in the case of non-assembled products but in slightly al-
tered form. When compared to process improvements, in the production of 
complex, assembled products, process innovations in non-assembled products 

Product Innovation

Fluid Phase Transitional Phase Specific Phase

R
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e 
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aj
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Process Innovation

Exhibit 1: «The Dynamics of Innovation» [Source: Utterback (1994) at xvii].
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12    |    Guenther Dobrauz-Saldapenna and Corsin Derungs

has a more profound impact on productivity and costs. Also process innova-
tions in this category are more likely to emerge from within an industry. Each 
new wave of innovation has its fluid, transitional, and specific phase.25 Typi-
cally, the number of firms participating in later waves is lower.26 The reason for 
this drop-off in the number of competing firms in later waves is no doubt re-
lated to the fact that markets are often well defined by the first wave of inno-
vation. It is also related to the fact that the established firms develop the distri-
bution channels and production facilities to serve these markets, limiting the 
number of possible firms that can reform the industry—even with superior 
technology. Thus, the number of firms participating in later waves is lower, 
unless the new wave of innovation substantially broadens or alters the market, 
or is indeed disruptive.27 

IV. Evolution vs Disruption

We have established that the dominant design is the one solution which wins 
the allegiance of the marketplace, the one that competitors and innovators 
must adhere to if they hope to command significant market following.28 It em-
bodies the requirements of many classes of users of a product, even though it 
may not meet the needs of a particular class to quite the same extent as a cus-
tomized design would. It is a so-called satisfier of many in terms of the inter-
play of technological possibilities and market choices, instead of an optimizer 
for a few.29 As such it is also the underlying trigger for the change in address-
able customer base from earlier adopters to more mass markets.

But what happens beyond a specific consolidated wave? What about the 
sequence of such waves and the difference between evolution and disruption? 
This is probably best explained by looking at the unfolding dynamic from the 
perspective of diffusion or adoption of innovation. It was Everett Rogers who 
following earlier work by Ryan and Gross30 stated in Diffusion of Innovations31 
that, based on bell-curve mathematics, adopters of any new innovation can be 
categorized as follows:
– Innovators: 2.5%;
– Early adopters:32 13.5%;
– Early majority: 34%;
– Late majority: 34%; and,
– Laggards:16%.
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Rogers’ approach was overly mathematical (and not 100% supported by his 
own or in fact any later data),33 but he inspired uptake over time to be conven-
tionally represented, quantitatively, by two types of graphs. The first, the 
«Sales Curve», which shows product sales over time, and secondly the «Mar-
ket Penetration Curve», or «S-curve». The S-curve is the cumulative integral 
of the bell curve. It is slow at the start, more rapid as adoption increases, then 
levelling off until only a small percentage of laggards have not adopted. For 
the majority of products, this shows whether the product is still specialist—
having typically not yet sold more than 15% of the total number it is expected 
to sell within its market—or whether it has become a mainstream product, 
having sold to typically more than 30% of potential purchasers.34 

Exhibit 2: «Diffusion of Innovation» [Source: Wikipedia.]

This distinction is also elaborated on by Geoffrey Moore who refers to the 
«chasm» between the early adopters of the product (the technology enthusiasts 
and visionaries) and the early majority (the pragmatists) and how to cross it.35 
Also Clayton Christensen has done great work looking at the primary uptake 
of new products, with an initial focus on the perspective of established compa-
nies trying to sustain themselves.36 Christensen in particular distinguishes be-
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14    |    Guenther Dobrauz-Saldapenna and Corsin Derungs

tween «sustaining innovation» and «disruptive innovation». The former fa-
vours incumbents over new entrants as it essentially allows to serve (existing) 
high value customers or clients in a better way. Disruptive innovation often 
means that a new methodology and/or technology is used to create a new mar-
ket or to provide low-cost alternatives to lower value customers or clients. 
This often allows entrants to overtake established players according to Chris
tensen.37 He also correctly identifies corporate structural change as a necessary 
precursor to new product innovation.38 This is essential as quite often an un-
happy by-product of success in one generation of technology is narrowing of 
focus and vulnerability to competitors championing the next technological 
generation.39 Failing firms, at such stage, are often remarkably creative in de-
fending their entrenched technologies, which often reach unimagined heights 
of elegance in design and technical performance only when their demise is 
clearly predictable: Horse carriages were never better or more beautiful than 
just before they were taken out by cars. Or as probably better put (paraphras-
ing similar statements to the same end):

«The stone age was not ended by lack of stones but the advent of 

new technology.» 

 – Guenther Dobrauz-SalDapenna/Appetite For Disruption/201840

It was again Utterback who showed that a second generation product, although 
initially functionally inferior to an established one, can and will overtake it if 
it raises the potential ceiling of functionality beyond the capabilities of the 
existing product.41 This is because it raises customer expectations of satisfac-
tion, leading to dissatisfaction with the existing product and hence a value gap. 
This opens up a window of opportunity for a new wave of innovation and re-
structuring of the given market.42 This then gives rise to the question who—in-
cumbents or newcomers—will be best placed to launch and capture value 
from, such changes. This chiefly depends on whether the innovation is «evo-
lutionary» or «revolutionary», i.e., «disruptive».

The one and only Michael Porter stated that most industry-shattering 
inno vations do not spring from the established competitors in an industry but 
from new firms or from established firms entering a new arena.43 This is true 
even though such radical innovations often are seen to be based on the synthesis 
of well-known technical information or components (what we would call 
 orthodoxy elements of the original composite S-curve which become sparks of 
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heresy igniting the fire of a new curve). They occur step by step and exist in 
embryonic form for many years before they become commercially significant. 
One reason for the lethargy of well-established competitors in a product market 
undergoing potentially disruptive innovation is that the competitors face in-
creasing constraints from the growing web of relationships that bind product 
and process change together.44 At the start of production of a new product, 
general-purpose equipment, available components, and high skilled people 
may suffice to enter the market. As both product and market increase in sophis-
tication, more specialisation is generally required in equipment, components, 
and skills. Thus change in one element, the product, requires changes through-
out the whole system of materials, equipment, methods, and suppliers.45 This 
may make changing much more onerous and costly for the established firm 
than for the new entrant. Often powerful competitors not only resist innovative 
threats, but also resist all efforts to understand them, preferring to further en-
trench their positions in the older products.46 This results in a surge of produc-
tivity and performance that may take the older technology to unheard-of 
heights. But in most cases this is a sign of impending death.47 What is also not 
helpful is the result of the typical upwards consolidation of an industry as it 
goes through the innovation cycle is sizeable and complex entities often run by 
operational experts who are quite distanced from the underlying technology (or 
the business of the business whatever that may be). These experts literally look 
down on new things coming up and at them out of a garage or off the end of lab 
bench.48 At the time an invading or disruptive technology first appears, the es-
tablished technology generally offers better performance or cost than does the 
challenger, which is still unperfected. Consider that the initial cars were inferior 
to horse carriages. The new technology may be viewed objectively as crude, 
leading to the belief that it will find only limited application.49 The performance 
superiority of the established technology may prevail for quite some time, but 
if the new technology has real merit, it typically enters a period of rapid im-
provement—just as the established technology enters a stage of slow innova-
tive improvements. Eventually, the newcomer improves its performance char-
acteristics to the point where they match those of the established technology 
and rockets past it, still in the midst of a period of rapid improvement.50 Purvey-
ors of established technologies often respond to an invasion of their product 
market with redoubled creative efforts that may lead to substantial product im-
provements based on the same product architecture.51 Here, the established 
product enjoys a brief period of performance improvement. However, the re-
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lentless pace of improvement in the new product technology allows the chal-
lenger to equal, and then surpass, the established product.52 

V. Entering the Age of Hyper-Evolution 

We strongly believe that all of the above models apply and are relevant to the 
legal realm, which obviously is predominantly a service rather than a product 
world with according stronger emphasis on other, softer factors than technol-
ogy. It is also important to remember that today the focus of innovation is in-
creasingly abstract as it transcends its previous areas such as technical capabil-
ity, markets, brand, and processes. Furthermore, such elements are only some 
but by far not all relevant dimensions of the ever-expanding competitive spec-
trum. Also, in a globalised world where everything is hyper-connected and 
ideas are swiftly copied, the pace and cadence of innovation has significantly 
increased.53 It has taken technological innovations such as the car, telephone, 
TV, and even the internet decades to reach (and eventually connect) millions 
of users in today’s internet-based technology society. Compare that to a mobile 
phone app, building on many of these prior achievements, that can accomplish 
the same in a matter of days,54 and the same will probably be true for other 
innovations as the exponential technologies age unfolds. Hence what we in-
creasingly face is so-called «Big-Bang Disruption» which has the potential to 
collapse the product life cycle we know (including Everett Rogers’ classic bell 
curve of five distinct customer segments—innovators, early adopters, early 
majority, late majority, and laggards—)55 into only two segments: trial users, 
who often participate in product development, and everyone else. What this 
means is that where Moore (against the background of the industry dynamics 
of his time) focused on making the big leap from targeting early adopters to 
marketing to the early majority,56 nowadays big-bang disruptions can be mar-
keted to every segment simultaneously, right from the start. As such the adop-
tion curve where these dynamics can apply has become something closer to a 
straight line that heads up and then falls rapidly when saturation is reached or 
a new disruption appears.57

In the past years, the rate of adoption of innovations has accelerated at a 
dizzying speed across all sectors and industries.58 This, depending on your 
perspective, leads either to a recurring identity crisis for existing products and 
services or an exciting opportunity to break up entrenched positions—which is 
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particularly relevant for the legal world given its conservative structures which 
have been cultivated over decades, if not centuries.

Despite our fascination with the new technological opportunities and the 
potentially deicidal powers of innovation, when it comes to the legal world, we 
should expect to see hyper-evolution—an accelerated version of what Ron 
 Dolin and Thomas Buley refer to as «Adaptive Innovation»59—rather than dis-
ruption. The reason for this is that the legal industry, at present, is largely a 
regulated one. This may change over time given the arguments for improved 
access to justice and the increase in the number of advocates who have devel-
oped increasingly compelling arguments, evidence, and support for the view 
that many people would benefit more from what they call «just resolution» of 
legal problems.60 These advocates argue non-lawyer advocates and unrepre-
sented lay people across a number of common justice problems have been ob-
served to perform as well or better than lawyers. As such, they contend that if 
the goal is indeed to create access to justice, other services can be more effective 
and efficient than that provided by lawyers.61 That being said, at present we do 
not have a strong indication of deregulation of the industry in the immediate 
future. In a regulated environment, as indicated above, delivery of the dominant 
design is also significantly determined by the ability to comply with regulation/

Exhibit 3: Big Bang Market Disruption [Source: Downes & nUnes (2014) at 47]
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enforced standards.62 We strongly believe that the dominant and most success-
ful design in the legal industry will be a hybrid. As a consequence, rather than 
disruption, we expect accelerated evolution to move the industry further up (and 
to prolong) the existing S-curve. We believe that such an environment typically 
favours incumbents with deeper investments pockets as long as they are able to: 
1) recognise and swiftly integrate new, superior, and soon to be dominant tech-
nical solutions;63 and, 2) leverage softer factors that are built around the ability 
to comply with required/prohibitive legal/regulatory requirements and industry 
champion parameters (such as bar admission, independence, talent pull, brand, 
reputation, and trust etc.). This, in turn, leads to upwards consolidation and the 
parallel rise of significant enabler-technology-platforms.64

VI. Offerings and Organisations will be Re-shaped by 
Changing Demand

As Thompson Reuters note: 

«Since 2008, there has been a complete shift from a seller’s to a 

buyer’s market for legal services. In stark contrast to the traditional 

law firm model, clients are now in control of all key decisions impact-

ing legal representation—from staffing and scheduling decisions to 

outsourcing requirements, from project management to pricing struc-

tures—and they are not likely to relinquish that control anytime soon.»65

The big buyers of and significant providers of legal services themselves are 
in-house legal departments.66 These are under significant pressure to continu-
ously provide more for less and work against increasing complexity and 
shorter timelines. Therefore, legal departments are undergoing a structural 
evolution and their demand for support becomes significantly modified. At the 
same time, the mix of work required to deliver optimal output will change—
essentially reducing the artisanal part to what truly requires skill and allowing 
key talent to focus on what really matters. In order to cater to this altered de-
mand, law firms have to change. In a world where anything can be ordered 
with the click of a button, clients are now expecting professional services to be 
easily accessible, transparent, flexible, and fairly priced. But this goes far be-
yond simple digitization (which itself will go far beyond the J-curve of expo-
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nential growth of references to emojis in court opinions we have recently 
seen).67 What we will see in the years to come is a fundamental transforma-
tion—«from pyramids to rockets» as aptly outlined by BCG in collaboration 
with Bucerius CLP.68 Despite all their efforts, however, law firms will (in my 
view) have to accept alternative legal as well as technology and managed ser-
vices providers (and combinations thereof). This will likely not lead to one 
monolithic «enriched rocket» law firm design that caters to the reshaped in-
house departments (and also to private clients via lawyer bots and automated 
legal documents supplied online). Instead, it will result in a new and more di-
verse composite, delivery ecosystem. It remains to be seen, however, which 
players will ultimately hold the reigns at which stage and in which segment.

Exhibit 4: «From Pryamids to Rockets» [Source: BCG & Buccerius at 10].
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«… but there’s only one thing that’s stopping us now, it’s 

fear fear fear 

of a new thing … 

You ain’t one for taking chances 

You work and you live and breathe that 9 to 5 

Still that’s what you call living 

That’s surviving to me 

And surviving is living to die in 

Fear.»70

 – bon Jovi, Fear (1992)

In a slightly more technical vein, Ken Grady summarized the situation as fol-
lows: 

«The industry, and in particular the buyers of legal services, are not 

ready for real transformative change. They aren’t ready for 60 minutes 

of work to be compressed into 60 seconds or 6 seconds. They aren’t 

ready for the labor of 20 to be done by 1. Even though there are isolat-

ed examples of this happening, it hasn’t become sustainable or wide 

spread. The buyers certainly aren’t ready for a world filled with paper 

to be converted to a digital, computational world.»71 

But as the cost pressure on legal departments increases, the tipping point may 
soon be reached. In addition, law firms need the change just as badly (whether 
they like it or not) as the storm will shortly hit their shores. In-house legal 
departments are nearest to the earnings per share, return on investment calcu-
lations every quarter, because they were asked to be more efficient earlier. 
They are now starting to pass that request for enhanced efficiency on to their 
law firms.72 According to the latest Clio research, lawyers today miss out on 
nearly 5.6 hours of billable work on each 8-hour work day as too much time is 
spent on other activities.73 Although the top law firms reported a record year in 
2018, this is only true for the uppermost echelons of the industry. In general, 
there is a growing segmentation in the marketplace between the top-perform-
ing firms and all the rest.74 The top of the hourglass continue to win by focus-
ing on talent management and high-value work. The bottom of the hourglass 
increasingly focus on building scale through the effective use of data, process 
management, and technology, and attempt to show client focus through pro-
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ductisation and partnering with other parts of the legal services supply chain.75 
In addition, mergers and consolidation dominate the agenda on an unprece-
dented scale.76 For the middle and lower part of the spectrum, the pressure in-
creases as the top law firms continue to branch out. For the past two decades, 
large law firms have been expanding into new markets at a tremendous pace. 
In particular, the United States’ largest 250 law firms by attorney headcount, 
the so-called NLJ 250, have nearly doubled their geographic coverage by add-
ing more than 1,400 new offices across the globe since 2001.77 

«This process has fundamentally changed the legal market in two im-

portant ways. First, it has created a group of law firms with vast scale 

and geographic reach. Equally important is the impact that expan-

sion has had on local law firms. Many regional legal markets have 

been transformed over the past decade. They have transitioned from 

localized markets, dominated by legacy firms, to highly competitive 

marketplaces, fully integrated into the global legal services market.»78

Against this background, all law firms (irrespective of classification) want to 
and, indeed, need to increase revenues. Yet, the typical lawyer already works 
more than s/he plans to each week. Fundamental change is also needed on this 
side of the equation. This point is also highlighted in Thomson Reuter’s latest 
industry research which concludes:

«While the number of worked hours has been reasonably stable in 

recent years, it is important to note that, compared to average billable 

hours in the pre-recession years (i.e., prior to 2008), there remains a 

significant difference. By way of illustration, in 2007, the billable hours 

worked averaged 134 per month. Through 2018, the average is now 

122 per month, or a difference of 144 hours per year from the 2007 

level. To see the economic impact of this reduction in productivity, one 

need only multiply this annual difference by the average worked rate 

in 2018 of USD 489 per hour, to see that the decreased productivity 

over the last decade cost firms some USD 70,416 per lawyer per year 

in 2018. For a firm of 200 lawyers, that translates to a total cost of 

USD 14.1 million; for a firm of 400 to USD 28.2 million; and for a firm 

of 600 to USD 42.3 million.»79
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Harvard Law School Professor David Wilkins calls the legal industry an «ele-
vator industry», stressing that law firms don’t have to worry too much about 
locking their offices in the evening as their true assets leave the building in the 
evening via the elevator.80 We agree with this view and don’t believe that, de-
spite the increasing importance of technology, this will completely change. 
Instead, we expect that particular, emerging disruptive, digital innovations will 
trigger a transition. Instead of using technology as a tool to increase efficiency 
and enable more sophisticated work in a people-leveraged business model, 
technology will be a core generator of the actual legal work product. Quite 
obviously this expected transition from core work being done by people as-
sisted by machines to work being done by machines controlled by people will 
have a transformational impact on business models.81 As Paul Daugherty and 
H James Wilson aptly presented in their model reproduced in Exhibit 5 below, 
a continuum exists from work that can only be done by humans (because of the 
degree of intellectual ambiguity and complexity, requiring a level of judge-
ment or empathy of which machines are incapable) to work that can or should 
only be done by machines (because of the sheer volume of data involved, the 
complexity or the analysis to be performed, or because the machine can do the 
work as well or better than humans, far less expensively).82 Within this contin-
uum, we can (or rather we must) expect a steady shift in activities from left to 
right across the spectrum, with machines taking over more and more existing 
work, and humans, aided by those machines, taking on more sophisticated and 
entirely new kinds of work. Along with this, we would expect a middle ground 
existing between human and machine, where each depends on the other to 
deliver the best performance.83

We are also convinced that smart people work best in a smart workplace 
which offers the prospect of not only a rewarding but also a meaningful jour-
ney with minimum precious time wasted on non-value adding tasks. So, let’s 
take wasted hours out of an industry which has built a cult around the hour but 
where the last good day for the billable hour clearly was yesterday. If the move 
across the continuum (described above) is unavoidable, soon a point will be 
reached where charging for work on the basis of the human effort and invest-
ment by the firm alone becomes nonsensical. At that point, the «billable hour» 
will likely cease to have relevance, except in very rare circumstances.84 Or as 
Mark A Cohen put it so pointedly: «[…] just knowing the law and ‘bill baby 
bill’ won’t cut it any more».85
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With the right technology, it becomes possible to unlock untapped poten-
tial. The organizations that adopt the right technology coupled with a culture 
that values diversity of talent and a focus on the client at the center (over 
money)86 will attract the brightest talent.87 Now, with this in mind, it is time to 
embrace new technology, forge allegiances which previously were deemed too 
alien to even consider, and re-invent from the ground up. We tend to simply 
look towards California and the Silicon Valley to hand us the next set of keys. 
That won’t work this time around. California, indeed, has pioneered tools of 
personal liberation from LSD to surfboards and mobile phones.88 However, as 
we enter the world of exponential technologies and the legal industry faces 
multi-facetted and multi-dimensional challenges, relevant innovation can lit-
erally come from anywhere. So, it is time to embark on an unbiased journey of 
discovery! Although the future may require lawyers to put on «New Suits», it 
represents an enormous opportunity to reinvent ourselves for our own and our 
clients’ benefit!

«Come on, come on, gotta trust in something strong 

Gotta keep them wheels on turning 

Or die with the rest and wrong 

Hang on, hang on, gonna beat that wind for long 

Yeah, eat that dust and savor the road less traveled on.»89

 – ChuCk raGan, The Fire, The Steel, The Tread (2013)
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(2018)]
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«‹Nomen est omen› if you read the book title of ‹New Suits›. It encourages, allows 
and requests lawyers at all levels to rethink their former and existing ways of doing 
business in many areas of law. In the same, it outlines great opportunities to a new 
breed of experts in our profession. Thanks to the various authors, one gets a good 
understanding of how massive the impact of technology has become – and is going to  
be – to the legal services market. And the authors provide a distinct view of how a ra
ther traditional profession will have to transform their business models to comply with 
the fast changes in the marketplace.» 
Jürg Birri, Partner / Global Head of KPMG’s Legal

«For a while now, we have been hearing about digitization, disruption and new delivery 
models in the world of Big Law. ‹New Suits› both reassures and gives a wakeup call 
to all of us in the business of providing legal services. Setting out both the opportuni
ties and the threats engendered by the dynamic change in our industry, the book is an 
invaluable guide to all lawyers and legal business professionals wanting some insight 
on the challenges facing them in a globalized and accelerating world.» 
Dr Mattias Lichtblau, CMS

«This book comes at a time where we see just the beginning of a transformational 
change on the legal market. While such transformation is seen as a great opportunity 
for those participants who endorse change and innovations, others seem to be more 
frightened by potential disruption of their wellestablished business models. The struc
ture and comprehensive contributor listing for this book encapsulates many disparate 
challenges faced by almost all players on the market. The lecture of the book should 
give good guidance to anyone who is interested in how the legal profession is (finally) 
modernizing, capitalizing on technology trends and becoming more clientcentric.» 
Dr Cornelius Grossmann, Global Law Leader, EY Law

«Lawyers will likely always be lawyers. But the way they work will change fundamen
tally. To their own and their clients benefit. Also we expect a fundamental redefinition of 
what constitutes actual legal and in particular lawyers’ work and what is adjacent and 
accessory. All of the latter will surely be impacted by technology and other solutions 
and also the core of our business will face disruption. Michele and Guenther – two 
recognised legal rebels – have been at the forefront of all of these developments for 
several years now and have brought together an amazing group of authors to map the 
current state of the industry and to provide insight into what the future may hold.» 
Prof Dr Heinz-Klaus Kroppen, Global Legal Leader PwC

«Those of us interested and involved in todays rapidly changing world of legal services 
delivery have in recent years had plenty of goto sources to wet our appetites on the 
topic. But never before has there been in the ‹legal world› such an elucidation of the 
‹appetite for disruption› as brought to us by Michele DeStefano and Guenther Dobrauz 
in their new book. The breadth and depth of the history, in theory and in practice, and 
the future of legal services transformation one finds in ‹New Suits› is both welcome 
and exceptional. It will no doubt be widely referred to by general counsels and outside 
counsel often and extensively as we all continue this interesting journey into the era of 
the digital lawyer.»
William Deckelman, General Counsel, DXC Technology

«The relevance of ‹New Suits› to considered thought on the state of the legal industry is 
profound. Other books predict a brave new world for the legal world, but glaringly offer 
no markers to when or at what scale such evolution will occur. DeStefano and Dobrauz 
bring clarity and energy to an area that has confounded most academic and business 
leaders. ‹New Suits› provides a single source of deep and broad understanding that 
is actually actionable – and is a must read for anyone who is or will be a leader in the 
field of law.» 
Dan Reed, CEO, UnitedLex

«Finally, some lawyers who actually rock» 
Dave Navarro

«This book spells massive opportunity….for all those who get excited about change. 
Legal disruption isn’t coming, it has already been here for some time. Michele and 
Guenther provide an extremely well researched and thoughtful analysis of how that 
disruption is going to play out in the mid to long term. No scaremongering here, but 
a really useful earlywarning system for those wanting to profit from the innovation and 
efficiencies that market demand is successfully driving into every corner of the global 
legal sector.»
Richard Macklin, Partner & Global Vice Chair, Dentons 

«New Suits provides an excellent overview of how, over the last few years, the legal 
ecosystem has become increasingly complex and the emergence of new business 
models has prevailed. From digitalisation to ‹moreforless› affecting both inhouse legal 
teams and external law firms, New Suits exemplifies what it takes to become a ‹Modern 
Legal Services Business›. It encapsulates the future of the legal profession through an 
ensemble of brilliant authors – an educating and thoughtprovoking read!»
Alastair Morrison, Head of Client Strategy, Pinsent Masons
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